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GLOSSARY
Market: Buyers and sellers coming together
to exchange goods, services, and/or
resources.
Environmental policy: Laws, rules, and regulations that are proposed or adopted by
a government, businesses, or individuals
to protect the natural world.
Regulations: Rules that seek to produce
positive impacts or avoid negative
impacts by setting standards or controlling the use of a product or process.
Demand: The quantity of a good or service
that buyers are willing and able to buy at
all possible prices during a certain time
period.

“I want regulations because I want safety, I want all environmental
situations to be taken properly care of. It’s very important to me.”
—President Trump, February 16, 2017 1

In December 2018, the United States became a net exporter of oiland gas-based fuels for the first time in decades (Figure 1).2 These fuels
provide energy for transportation, home heating, manufacturing, and
more. Much of the production boom can be attributed to “unconventional”
drilling operations that increase the output of shale oil and gas wells. Such
operations are called hydraulic fracturing.
Figure 1
Production Index: Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas

Derived demand: The demand for a good
or service that helps to acquire or produce another good or service.
Tax: A fee charged on business and individual income, activities, property, or products by government.
Pigovian tax: A tax used to correct for a
negative side effect (such as pollution)
that results when the production or consumption of a good or service affects the
welfare of people who are not the parties
directly involved in a market exchange.
Cap and trade system: A regulatory program in which governments or organizations cap the total amount of pollution
and allow the trading of rights that are
given or sold for each unit of pollution.
Tradeoff: Giving up some of one thing in
order to gain some of something else.
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SOURCE: FRED®, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/IPG211111SQ.

Hydraulic fracturing is commonly referred to as “fracking.” These drilling
operations pump large amounts of water mixed with sand and chemicals
into a well to break the oil and gas free from shale rock formations.3 Hydrau
lic fracturing has been used for years in some “conventional” (traditional)
drilling operations, but it has proven even more useful in shale wells. Figure 2,
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Figure 2
Natural Gas Gross Withdrawals and Production

NOTE: MMcf, million cubic feet.
SOURCE: U.S. Energy Information Administration;
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng_prod_sum_dc_NUS_mmcf_a.htm.

from the U.S. Energy Information Administration, shows
the increased contribution of shale gas to overall natural
gas production since the late 2000s. Although fracking
has provided a new source of fuel, there is concern about
the impact of certain pollutants from fracking on local
water sources as well as global climate change.4

Environmental Pollution
Pollution is defined by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) as “Any substances in water, soil, or air
that degrade the natural quality of the environment;
offend the senses of sight, taste, or smell; or cause a
health hazard.”5 Environmental economists generally
classify pollutants as follows:
(i) Banned pollutants are chemical compounds with
high levels of toxicity. The government has banned
their use—they cannot be used at all—due to their
extremely adverse health effects. Anyone who has
watched the movie “Erin Brockovich” has heard of
one such substance, hexavalent chromium, which
was banned by the EPA using its authority under the
Toxic Substances Control Act.6
(ii) Regulated pollutants are chemicals that have some
adverse health effects. These effects are not consid-

ered extreme when present at moderate levels in
the environment. Government regulations determine when, where, and how much these pollutants
may be used.
(iii) Regulated natural elements occur naturally in the
environment. They can have adverse health effects
when present in abnormally high levels. In 2009 the
EPA classified carbon dioxide (CO2) as a pollutant
because of concern about CO2’s impact on climate
change.7,8 Humans produce CO2 naturally when
breathing, but it is also emitted by the processing
and burning of fossil fuels such as shale oil and gas.

Economic Theory
To better understand the need for regulation, it is
helpful to first understand the demand firms have to
pollute. The law of demand states that as the price of a
good or service increases, the quantity of that good or
service demanded decreases—and vice versa. Think about
this law in the context of the goods you purchase: When
the price of a good goes up (down), you naturally want
to buy less (more). But why would a firm have a demand
for something seemingly harmful like the ability to pollute? The answer lies in the cost of reducing pollution. If
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Figure 3
The Demand Curve for
for Pollution
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Figure 4
Two Policy Options
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there is no cost for reducing pollution, firms can produce
their goods more inexpensively and earn greater profits.
Economists call this derived demand because demand
is derived from the desire to avoid the cost of reducing
pollution.
Consider the quantity and price of pollution as shown
in Figure 3. If industries do not have to put any dollars
into reducing pollution, they will likely produce the maximum quantity (Q-max) of pollution created by their manufacturing methods. Therefore, if there are no limits on
pollution, they will not have to pay an extra price for
this level beyond their production costs. Now assume
firms are required to reduce their pollution level by a
small amount to abide by a regulation, going from Q-max
to Q1. This reduction can typically be accomplished with
some inexpensive tweaks in the production process, costing no more than P1 for each unit of reduction. However,
if firms are required to achieve significant reductions
(reducing pollution to Q2), they typically would have to
buy expensive equipment—which brings a higher price
tag. Therefore, the price of lower levels of pollution is
much higher, yielding a downward sloping demand curve.
Knowing the demand curve for any given pollutant
allows policymakers to establish regulations limiting the
amount of harm to the environment. One way to target
a specific quantity (Q) is to sell and allow firms to trade
pollution permits, where firms are required to own a
permit for each unit of pollution emitted. This is called a
cap and trade system, where a cap, or upper limit, is
established on the quantity of permits at Q (Figure 4A).
Once the quantity is fixed in the market, the price of
permits will be determined by the demand curve. Alter
natively, policymakers could fix the price (P) by charging
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a tax on each unit of pollution, allowing the demand
curve to determine the resulting quantity (Q) (Figure 4B).
Such a regulation is called a Pigovian tax and is used to
make activities that harm the environment more costly.

Real World Markets
While a cap and trade system and a Pigovian tax
appear to both yield the same quantity and price, this
is only true if all other market conditions do not change
and the demand curve does not move. But, of course,
market conditions do change and the demand curve for
pollution rights wil fluctuate (Figure 5). This fluctuation
will have major implications depending on whether
policymakers fix the quantity and allow the price to be
determined by the markets (a cap and trade system) or
fix the price and allow the quantity to be determined by
the markets (a Pigovian tax). Under a cap and trade system, if demand increases, the price will increase from P
to P’, making reductions in pollution more costly but leaving the level of pollution constant (Figure 5A). Under a
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Figure 5
The Impact of a Shifting Demand Curve on Prices and Quantities
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near drilling wells because many of the chemicals used
in the drilling process are believed to be highly toxic.9 If
emitted into local water sources, the impact on human
health could be devastating. When the cost of environmental damage is high, regulators lean toward fixed
quantity controls at the risk of elevated prices. Such
quantity controls may take the form of a cap and trade
system, firm-level restrictions on emissions, or even an
outright ban.
With CO2, a naturally occurring chemical, regulators
are more concerned about atmospheric levels of CO2 in
the long run and not necessarily in any given year. As a
result, regulators could fix the price in the form of a
Pigovian tax and allow the amount of CO2 generated to
vary year to year. This would allow firms to avoid the
uncertainty of suddenly elevated prices in the market for
CO2 pollution permits. Thus, it is clear that the optimal
environmental policy for any pollutant depends on its
chemical formulation, its toxicity, and the resulting costs
of its environmental impact.

Conclusion

P

Demand Shifts Right
Q

Q

Quantity of Pollution

Pigovian tax, if demand increases (shifts to the right), the
price will remain constant but the quantity of pollution
will increase from Q to Q’ (Figure 5B). In this case, pollution will increase above the desired level (quantity).

Applying Permits and Pigovian Taxes to the Real World
When designing regulations, policymakers are faced
with a tradeoff: Do they strictly control pollution levels
at the risk of elevated prices (undesirable to firm profits),
or do they strictly control pricing at the risk of elevated
pollution (undesirable to health and the environment)?
The choice largely depends on the type of pollution. For
example, regarding the shale oil and gas industry, environmental scientists are concerned about drinking water

Economists often make the assumption of a “representative agent”—a single agent whose actions are representative of all persons in the economy. Unfortunately,
there is no such thing as a representative pollutant, as
each one has unique chemical and physical properties
that must be considered when designing environmental
policy. For example, the shale oil and gas industry uses
and emits pollutants ranging from natural elements such
as CO2 to toxic chemicals such as those used in the drilling process. Sound environmental policy needs to take
into account the dangers of the pollutant, the needs of
the industry, and the real-world behavior of the market:
If a pollutant is not highly toxic, then a Pigovian tax can
successfully reduce the long-term emission levels while
creating price stability for firms. For a more toxic element
that produces greater health concerns, a cap and trade
system or other quantity control may be more appropriate, even if it creates price uncertainty for firms. n
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“How Economics Informs Environmental Policy: A Case Study of Shale Gas and Oil”
After reading the article, answer the following questions:
1. Which of the following has contributed to the recent dramatic increases in oil and gas production in the United
States?
a. Conventional natural gas wells
b. Deepwater traditional oil wells
c. Shale oil and gas wells
d. Canadian oil sands
2. In what year did the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency classify carbon dioxide (CO2) as a pollutant?
a. 2005
b. 2009
c. 2013
d. 2017
3. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, which characteristic will not necessarily classify a substance
as a pollutant?
a. It is man-made and does not occur naturally in the environment.
b. It degrades environmental quality.
c. It offends the senses of sight, taste, or smell.
d. It is harmful to human health.
4. The law of demand states the following:
a. As the price of a good increases, the quantity of the good demanded increases.
b. As the income of a consumer increases, the quantity of a good demanded increases.
c. As the income of a consumer decreases, the quantity of a good demanded decreases.
d. As the price of a good increases, the quantity of the good demanded decreases.
5. The demand of a firm to pollute for a given manufacturing process is derived from
a. the desire to harm human populations.
b. the desire to avoid the cost of reducing pollution.
c. the production cost of the good being manufactured.
d. consumer demand for the good being produced.
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6. A system in which regulators set a maximum level of pollution and establish markets for pollution permits is called
which of the following?
a. A ban
b. Cap and trade
c. A Pigovian tax
d. A regulatory penalty
7. A Pigovian tax will fix which of the following in a given year?
a. The total cost to firms for reducing a pollutant
b. The amount of a pollutant allowed to enter the atmosphere
c. The unit price to firms for each unit of a pollutant emitted
d. The profit level for firms that emit a pollutant
8. The government introduces a cap and trade system for CO2 emissions. Within three months, the demand for
emitting CO2 decreases dramatically. What happens to the price (P) and quantity (Q) of this pollutant?
a. Q decreases and P stays the same.
b. Q stays the same and P increases.
c. Q increases and P stays the same.
d. Q stays the same and P decreases.
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